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“Kit Yates shows how our private and social lives are
suffused by mathematics. Ignorance may bring
tragedy or farce. This is an exquisitely interesting
book. It’s a deeply serious one too and, for those like
me who have little math, it’s delightfully readable.”
—Ian McEwan, author of Atonement “Kit Yates is a
natural storyteller. Through fascinating stories and
examples, he shows how maths is the beating heart
of so much of modern life. An exciting new voice in
the world of science communication.” —Marcus du
Sautoy, author of The Music of the Primes From
birthdays to birth rates to how we perceive the
passing of time, mathematical patterns shape our
lives. But for those of us who left math behind in high
school, the numbers and figures hurled at us as we go
about our days can sometimes leave us scratching
our heads and feeling as if we’re fumbling through a
mathematical minefield. In this eye-opening and
extraordinarily accessible book, mathematician Kit
Yates illuminates hidden principles that can help us
understand and navigate the chaotic and often
opaque surfaces of our world. In The Math of Life and
Death, Yates takes us on a fascinating tour of
everyday situations and grand-scale applications of
mathematical concepts, including exponential growth
and decay, optimization, statistics and probability,
and number systems. Along the way he reveals the
mathematical undersides of controversies over DNA
testing, medical screening results, and historical
events such as the Chernobyl disaster and the
Amanda Knox trial. Readers will finish this book with
an enlightened perspective on the news, the law,
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spread of a deadly disease.

The Art of Game Design
I have compressed this essay into a few pages. Had it
been possible I would have reduced it to as many
lines. It is not meant to be an instructional treatise,
but a practical recipe for getting out of trouble. Study
and research are well in their own time and place, but
no amount of either will get you out of a concrete
difficulty. Nothing but practical work in your own
consciousness will do that. The mistake made by
many people, when things go wrong, is to skim
through book after book, without getting anywhere.
Read the Golden Key several times. Do exactly what it
says, and if you are persistent enough you will
overcome any difficulty.

The Sales Acceleration Formula
Previous edition published in 2015 by Dunham Books.

Invisible Selling Machine
A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices,
and least squares for engineering applications,
offering a wealth of practical examples.

Zero to One
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that sells – including copywriters, freelancers, and
entrepreneurs. Writing copy that sells without
seeming “salesy” can be tough, but is an essential
skill. How To Write Copy That Sells supplies specific
copywriting techniques for everything from email
marketing, web sites, and social media, to traditional
media ads and direct mail.

Launch
Frost & Sullivan's 2014 Growth, Innovation, and
Leadership Book of the Year "EXPONENTIAL
ORGANIZATIONS should be required reading for
anyone interested in the ways exponential
technologies are reinventing best practices in
business." —Ray Kurzweil, Director of Engineering at
Google In business, performance is key. In
performance, how you organize can be the key to
growth. In the past five years, the business world has
seen the birth of a new breed of company—the
Exponential Organization—that has revolutionized
how a company can accelerate its growth by using
technology. An ExO can eliminate the incremental,
linear way traditional companies get bigger,
leveraging assets like community, big data,
algorithms, and new technology into achieving
performance benchmarks ten times better than its
peers. Three luminaries of the business world—Salim
Ismail, Yuri van Geest, and Mike Malone—have
researched this phenomenon and documented ten
characteristics of Exponential Organizations. Here, in
EXPONENTIAL ORGANIZATIONS, they walk the reader
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"EXPONENTIAL ORGANIZATIONS is the most pivotal
book in its class. Salim examines the future of
organizations and offers readers his insights on the
concept of Exponential Organizations, because he
himself embodies the strategy, structure, culture,
processes, and systems of this new breed of
company." —John Hagel, The Center for the Edge
Chosen by Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister of
Israel, to be one of Bloomberg's Best Books of 2015

The Inner Game of Tennis
"Launch" will build your business---fast. Whether
you've already got a business or you're itching to
start one, this is a recipe for getting more
traction.Think about it---what if you could launch like
Apple or the big Hollywood studios? What if your
prospects eagerly counted down the days until they
could buy your product? What if you could create
such powerful positioning in your market that you all
-but- eliminated your competition? And you could do
all that no matter how humble your business or
budget?Since 1996 Jeff Walker has been creating
hugely successful online launches. After
bootstrapping his first Internet business from his
basement, he quickly developed an underground
process for launching new products and businesses
with unprecedented success.But the success-train
was just getting started---once he started teaching his
formula to other entrepreneurs, the results were
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that sold
thousands,
hundreds of thousands, and even millions of dollars in
sales with their launches."Launch" is the treasure
map into that world---an almost secret world of digital
entrepreneurs who create cash-on-demand paydays
with their product launches and business
launches.Whether you have an existing business, or
you have a service-based business and want to
develop your own products so you can leverage your
time and your impact, or you're still in the planning
phase---this is how you start fast. This formula is how
you engineer massive success.Now the question is
this---are you going to start slow, and fade away from
there? Or are you ready for a launch that will change
the future of your business and your life?,

The Math of Life and Death
What's The One Thing That Separates You From The
People Who Have The SuccessAnd The MoneyThat
You Wish You Had? "Matt, Thank you so much for
sharing your internet millionaire strategies with me.
Because of your system I have put an extra
$142,699.48 in my pocket over the last 12 months
and I did this working only part time! I'm officially on
my way and I owe it all to you. Thank you so much!"
-Marie Brown, Buford GA "Matt Bacak is TRULY an
Internet genius! Secrets of The Internet Millionaires is
a MUST read for anyone interested in starting their
own internet business. With Matt's road map, you'll
quickly receive the success you've been searching
for! -Lou Castillo. Atlanta, GA If you long to be
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about how much the items on the restaurant menu
cost. If you can see what it would be like to just pay a
valet a few extra bucks to park your car because you
want to - because you have plenty of cash and it's no
problem Then this could be the most important book
you ever read. Discover the nine common
characteristics of all Internet millionaires. (These
surprising and easily-acquired characteristics mean
the difference between being rich and being
broke.and they are likely not what you might think
they are!) Matt Bacak, Entrepreneur Magazine e-Biz
radio show host became a "#1 Best Selling Author" in
just a few short hours. "The Powerful Promoter" an
entrepreneur from the time he could pull a wagon,
started his first company with employees at the age
of 12. He hasn't slowed down since! And now he helps
others benefit from his experience and gifts through
his shaping and molding the internet millionaire
mindset

The 4 Disciplines of Execution
A holistic approach to conversion rate optimization
thatencompasses an entire business—online and
offline—todrive more sales and referrals, and increase
bottom-lineprofits In order for your business to
survive, you must convertanonymous traffic into
sales. The better you do that, the moremoney you
make. The science of tweaking and testing webpages
toconvert the maximum number of people is known
as conversion rateoptimization (CRO). Convert Every
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optimization." Internet technology andinnovation
have changed the way you should be optimizing
yourbusiness, your marketing, and your websites. The
book looks at thepsychology behind this new way of
optimizing an entire business formore profits. It
examines how your website plays a role in youroverall
business strategy, and details how to use CRO
psychologyand strategies to increase profits. Teaches
proven strategies for increasing conversions
acrossyour entire business Details various split testing
and data gathering methods andwhen to use each
one Unveils a holistic approach to conversion rate
optimization,using technology to create a more
customer-centric experience thatnot only increases
conversions, but also improves customerengagement
and satisfaction With guidance from Convert Every
Click, you'll learn howto boost conversions and
consumption across your entire business
bymaximizing every bit of your hard-earned traffic
before, during,and after a sale.

The Invisible Sale
BUSINESS STRATEGY. "The 4 Disciplines of Execution
"offers the what but also how effective execution is
achieved. They share numerous examples of
companies that have done just that, not once, but
over and over again. This is a book that every leader
should read! (Clayton Christensen, Professor, Harvard
Business School, and author of "The Innovator s
Dilemma)." Do you remember the last major initiative
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suffocated by other competing priorities? By the time
it finally disappeared, it s likely no one even noticed.
What happened? The whirlwind of urgent activity
required to keep things running day-to-day devoured
all the time and energy you needed to invest in
executing your strategy for tomorrow. "The 4
Disciplines of Execution" can change all that forever.

Ask
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design
- no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of
Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same
basic principles of psychology that work for board
games, card games and athletic games also are the
keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game
design happens when you view your game from many
different perspectives, or lenses. While touring
through the unusual territory that is game design, this
book gives the reader one hundred of these lenses one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask
yourself that will help make your game better. These
lenses are gathered from fields as diverse as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film,
software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and
anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will be
inspired to become a better game designer - and will
understand how to do it.

Choose
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Books of All Time No matter how much repeat
business you get from loyal customers, the lifeblood
of your business is a constant flow of new accounts.
Whether you're a sales rep, sales manager, or a
professional services executive, if you are expected to
bring in new business, you need a proven formula for
prospecting, developing, and closing deals. New
Sales. Simplified. is the answer. You'll learn how to: *
Identify a strategic, finite, workable list of genuine
prospects * Draft a compelling, customer-focused
"sales story" * Perfect the proactive telephone call to
get face-to-face with more prospects * Use email,
voicemail, and social media to your advantage *
Overcome-even prevent-every buyer's antisalesperson reflex * Build rapport, because people
buy from people they like and trust * Prepare for and
structure a winning sales call * Stop presenting and
start dialoguing with buyers * Make time in your
calendar for business development activities * And
much more Packed with examples and anecdotes,
New Sales. Simplified. balances a blunt (and often
funny) look at what most salespeople and executives
do wrong with an easy-to-follow plan for ramping up
new business starting today.

The Happiness Advantage
Ask: The Counterintuitive Online Formula to Discover
Exactly What Your Customers Want to Buy… Create a
Mass of Raving Fans… and Take Any Business to the
Next Level by Ryan Levesque | Key Takeaways,
Analysis & Review Preview: Ask, by Ryan Levesque,
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to
connect with current and potential customers by
cleverly asking them what they want and creating
products and marketing to suit those needs. These
formulas are repeatable and may provide predictable
outcomes, but it is also dynamic, flexible, and evolves
with its implementation for each type of business and
market… PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and
analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside
this Instaread of Ask:Overview of the bookImportant
PeopleKey TakeawaysAnalysis of Key Takeaways

Buy Buttons
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to
understand machine learning include linear algebra,
analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector
calculus, optimization, probability and statistics.
These topics are traditionally taught in disparate
courses, making it hard for data science or computer
science students, or professionals, to efficiently learn
the mathematics. This self-contained textbook bridges
the gap between mathematical and machine learning
texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a
minimum of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to
derive four central machine learning methods: linear
regression, principal component analysis, Gaussian
mixture models and support vector machines. For
students and others with a mathematical background,
these derivations provide a starting point to machine
learning texts. For those learning the mathematics for
the first time, the methods help build intuition and
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Know Yourself, Forget Yourself
Master your game from the inside out! With more
than 800,000 copies sold since it was first published
thirty years ago, this phenomenally successful guide
has become a touchstone for hundreds of thousands
of people. Not just for tennis players, or even just for
athletes in general, this handbook works for anybody
who wants to improve his or her performance in any
activity, from playing music to getting ahead at work.
W. Timothy Gallwey, a leading innovator in sports
psychology, reveals how to • focus your mind to
overcome nervousness, self-doubt, and distractions •
find the state of “relaxed concentration” that allows
you to play at your best • build skills by smart
practice, then put it all together in match play
Whether you're a beginner or a pro, Gallwey's
engaging voice, clear examples, and illuminating
anecdotes will give you the tools you need to
succeed. “Introduced to The Inner Game of Tennis as
a graduate student years ago, I recognized the
obvious benefits of [W. Timothy] Gallwey's teachings.
. . . Whether we are preparing for an inter-squad
scrimmage or the National Championship Game,
these principles lie at the foundation of our
program.”—from the Foreword by Pete Carroll

Will It Fly?
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everything I could possibly want?" In this book, Mark
Morgan Ford answers that question - and it's a lot less
than you might think.In Part I of the book, he explores
many ways to live rich on a budget. The claim he
makes over and over again is simple: It is possible to
enjoy the best things in life for a fraction of the
money that multimillionaires and billionaires spend on
the same quality products and services. Then, in Part
II, he argues that, although luxurious things comprise
a part of living rich, the bigger and more important
part is how you spend your time. He points out that
we all - billionaires and minimum-wage workers alike have the same allotment. We are all given 24 hours a
day. How we fill that time, he says, is the most
important factor in determining the richness of our
experience.By the time you finish the book, you will
be convinced that this is true for you. And you will
know exactly how to start living each of your 24 hours
as richly and as freely as a billionaire.

Living Rich
Build a High-Impact, Low-Hassle Digital Sales
Prospecting System That Works! Hate cold calling?
Stop doing it! Build a supercharged, highly automated
digital sales prospecting system that attracts more
qualified leads, shortens sales cycles, and increases
conversion rates—painlessly! In The Invisible Sale ,
Tom Martin reveals techniques he’s used to drive
consistent double-digit growth through good times
and bad, with no cold calling. Martin’s simple,
repeatable process helps you laser-target all your
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Martin boils complex ideas down to simple,
straightforward language…real-life case studies…easyto-understand templates…and actionable solutions! •
Discover the “invisible funnel,” where self-educated
buyers are making decisions before you know they
exist • Leverage Funnel Optimized website design to
identify your prospects’ key challenges before you
ever speak to them • Integrate social media, content,
and email to optimize the entire prospecting process
• Make every sales call count with behaviorally
targeted email prospecting • Leverage Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn to efficiently “prospect at
scale” • Use the science of propinquity to choose
“outposts,” strategize social networking, and drive
offline campaigns • Save money by rightsizing
production quality to each marketing requirement •
Rapidly create keyword-rich text content, and use it
widely to promote self-qualification • Create webinars
and tutorials more easily and painlessly than you ever
thought possible • Choose low-cost devices, apps,
software, and accessories for quickly creating highquality DIY media content • Learn how to apply Aikido
Selling Techniques to close self-educated buyers

Secrets of the Internet Millionaire Mind
Most people know that there are 70 million Baby
Boomers in America today.but what is less known is
that there are approximately 100 million people in
America between the ages of 16 and 30. This
generation has just entered, or will soon be entering
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come out of school having had little or no formal
education on the basics of money management. Many
have large debts from student loans looming over
their heads. And many feel confused and powerless
when their pricey educations don't translate into high
paying jobs. They feel that their $30,000-$40,000
salary is too meager to bother with investing, and
they constantly fear that there will be "too much
month left at the end of their money." Douglas R.
Andrew has shown the parents of this generation a
different pathway to financial freedom. Now Doug and
his sons, Emron and Aaron - both of whom are in their
mid-20s - show the under-30 crowd how they can
break from traditional 401k investment plans and
instead can find a better way by investing in real
estate, budgeting effectively, avoiding unnecessary
taxes and using life insurance to create tax-free
income. With the principles outlined in Millionaire by
Thirty, recent graduates will be earning enough
interest on their savings to meet their basic living
expenses by the time they're 30. And by the time
they're 35, their investments will be earning more
money than they are, guaranteeing them a happy,
wealthy future.

The Mathematics of Love
Harness the power of communities, both inside and
outside of your organization, to drive value and
revenue, activate your employees’ and customers’
talents, and create a highly engaged, loyal customer
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Communities have been a popular topic since the rise
of the Internet and social media, but few companies
have consistently harnessed their power, driven
tangible value, and effectively measured their return
on investment (ROI) like: Salesforce.com has seen
tremendous results with their community network of
over 2 million members advocating for, supporting,
and integrating Salesforce.com products Star Citizen
used Kickstarter to raise over $150 million to build
their new video game and a community of over 2
million players. Red Hat collaborated with their
community to build industry-leading technology,
which led to a $34 billion acquisition by IBM
Companies such as PayPal, Facebook, Bosch,
Microsoft, CapitalOne, and Google, have also built
communities inside their organizations, which have
fostered innovation, broken down silos, and helped
their organizations to operate more efficiently and
collaboratively. People Powered helps C-suite leaders,
founders, marketers, customer advocates, and
community leaders gain a competitive advantage by
answering the following questions: What is the key
value proposition of building a community? What kind
of community do we need and how do we build and
integrate it into our organization? How do we
incentivize and encourage people to get involved,
build reliable growth, and keep community members
engaged? How do we develop authentic, productive
relationships with community members both online
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What are the strategic and tactical pitfalls and
roadblocks we need to avoid? How do we make sure
that our community continues to grow with us—and
more importantly, how do we make sure that we
continue to grow with them? People Powered pulls
together over 20 years of pragmatic experience into a
clear, simple methodology and blueprint to not just
answer these questions, but deliver results. It also
includes contributions from industry leaders including
Joseph Gordon-Levitt (Emmy-award winning actor),
Peter H. Diamandis (Founder of XPRIZE, Singularity
University), Jim Zemlin (Executive Director, The Linux
Foundation), Mike Shinoda (Co-Founder, Linkin Park),
Jim Whitehurst (CEO, Red Hat), and more. Don’t get
left behind—become an industry trailblazer and
ensure your company’s longevity by tapping into the
most dynamic force both outside and inside your
organization: the people.

New Sales. Simplified.
Get more out of your marketing and make more
money!Millions of new advertisers are coming online
daily. Competition is fierce. Click costs are inching up
every quarter. Customers' attention spans are getting
shorter and shorter as they are inundated with more
and more ads from more and more advertisers. As a
result, digital ad costs are rising and their
effectiveness is dropping. Companies who fail to
adapt will face eroding profit margins, month after
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apply continuous optimization strategies. You need to
find and test breakthrough marketing ideas faster and
more adeptly than your competition can keep up with,
so you convert more website visitors into paying
customers faster and at a lower cost than they can.
Conversion Fanatic is based on years of experience
running thousands of split tests on hundreds of
campaigns and is the definitive guide to getting more
out of your marketing efforts.

The Golden Key
Marketer Perry Marshall converts the widely known
80/20 principle into a master framework that
multiplies the power of everything you do in sales and
marketing and makes scary-accurate predictions. It's
the ultimate secret to selling more while working
less.Guided by famed marketing consultant and bestselling author Perry Marshall, sales and marketing
professionals save 80 percent of their time and
money by zeroing in on the right 20 percent of their
market - then apply 80/202 and 80/203 to gain 10X,
even 100X the success. With a powerful 80/20
software tool (online, included with the book), sellers
and marketers uncover how to slash time-wasters;
advertise to hyper-responsive buyers and avoid tirekickers; gain coveted positions on search engines;
differentiate themselves from competitors and gain
esteem in their marketplace. With the included tools
they'll see exactly how much money they're leaving
on the table, and how to put it back in their pockets.
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time and greater profit potential. Supported by online
tools from Marshall, including The 80/20 Power Curve,
a tool that helps you see invisible money, and a
Marketing DNA Test, a personal assessment that
zeroes in on one's natural selling assets, this timeless
guide promises to change the game for seasoned and
novice marketers and sellers.

80/20 Triathlon
When it comes to the way business is carried out
online, the earth beneath our feet is shifting right
now--and shifting quickly. The one-size-fits-all
approach is fast becoming obsolete. More and more
businesses are learning that the more they tailormake the messages they put on their sites, as well as
how they interact with every single user, the more
satisfied customers get--and the more they earn.

How to Write Copy That Sells
The go-to guide for small-business owners and
entrepreneurs to discover exactly what consumers
want to buy and how to get it to them. As a smallbusiness owner, entrepreneur, or marketer, are you
absolutely certain that you know what your customer
wants? And even if you know what your customer
wants, are you sure that you are able to clearly
communicate that you offer the exact thing that they
are seeking? In this best-selling book, Ryan Levesque
lays out his proven, repeatable, yet slightly
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Levesque's Ask Method provides a way to discover
what customers want to buy by guiding them through
a series of questions and customizing a solution from
them so they are more likely to purchase from you.
And all through a completely automated process that
does not require one-on-one conversations with every
single customer. The Ask method has generated over
$100 million in online sales across 23 different
industries and counting. Now it is your turn to use it to
create a funnel, skyrocket your online income, and
create a mass of dedicated fans for you and your
company in the process.

The Formula
Feedback Systems
Whether you want to make an extra $100 a month or
an extra $10,000, the high-level process is the same:
Someone has to buy what you're selling. The money
has to come from somewhere, right? (Hint: it comes
from customers.) Sadly, there's an epidemic going
around. The reason most entrepreneurs,
wantpreneurs, and side hustlers fail is a lack of
customers. If you've ever failed in your own efforts to
start a business or earn money on the side, I'm
guessing that was the root cause. On top of that,
you're in a constant battle of not having enough hours
in the day and you don't know where to focus your
limited time, energy, and money. That's the bad
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than ever before. And you don't need a killer new
business idea or millions of dollars in startup capital
to do it. The good news is there isn't a shortage of
customers. They're out there! This book will share
specifics on how to increase your earning power-on
your own time, on your own terms, and without
getting another job. We'll look at real-life examples of
people just like you making it happen. I'm going to
arm you with dozens of income-generating ideas that
don't require a ton of time or money to get started.
And spoiler alert: there are no get-rich-quick schemes
inside. Instead, you'll learn proven strategies for
tapping into the growing peer-to-peer economy to
supplement your income, diversify your revenue
sources, and reduce your reliance on your day job for
your livelihood. Go Where the Cash Is Already Flowing
Buy Buttons focuses on marketplaces that already
exist, where you can put your expertise, time, and
assets up for sale or rent. There are hundreds of
platforms that you can add your "buy buttons" to. You
don't have to build a customer base from scratch,
design a website, or even worry about payment
processing. Each platform already has an eager
audience of buyers looking for what you have to sell.
Not sure what to sell? In the 300+ platforms featured
inside, you're bound to find an idea or two that's a fit.
These platforms are the "gateway drugs" of
entrepreneurship. They're easy to get started on, to
get the high from your first sale, and to keep coming
back for more. Does It Really Work? I've used the
same "buy buttons" marketplace strategy over and
over again for the last 15 years as an entrepreneur.
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listeners just like you are already seeing results by
implementing the strategies in this book. The
common thread is they set up their businesses on preexisting platforms that made it easy for buyers to find
them and spend money with them. This book will
show you exactly where and how to set up your "buy
buttons" to generate hundreds or thousands of dollars
a month in side income. My Guarantee I guarantee
you'll find at least one "buy button" platform that you
can use to generate your own job-free income stream.
If you don't, just send me a note (my contact info is at
the end of the book), and I'll buy the book back from
you, no questions asked. Now, where else are you
going to find a deal like that? Ready? Hit the Buy Now
button and let's get started!

Introduction to Information Retrieval
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches
classical and web information retrieval, including web
search and the related areas of text classification and
text clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-todate treatment of all aspects of the design and
implementation of systems for gathering, indexing,
and searching documents; methods for evaluating
systems; and an introduction to the use of machine
learning methods on text collections. All the
important ideas are explained using examples and
figures, making it perfect for introductory courses in
information retrieval for advanced undergraduates
and graduate students in computer science. Based on
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teaching more natural and effective. Slides and
additional exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are
also available through the book's supporting website
to help course instructors prepare their lectures.

The Last Equation of Isaac Severy
Use data, technology, and inbound selling to build a
remarkable team and accelerate sales The Sales
Acceleration Formula provides a scalable, predictable
approach to growing revenue and building a winning
sales team. Everyone wants to build the next $100
million business and author Mark Roberge has
actually done it using a unique methodology that he
shares with his readers. As an MIT alum with an
engineering background, Roberge challenged the
conventional methods of scaling sales utilizing the
metrics-driven, process-oriented lens through which
he was trained to see the world. In this book, he
reveals his formulas for success. Readers will learn
how to apply data, technology, and inbound selling to
every aspect of accelerating sales, including hiring,
training, managing, and generating demand. As SVP
of Worldwide Sales and Services for software
company HubSpot, Mark led hundreds of his
employees to the acquisition and retention of the
company's first 10,000 customers across more than
60 countries. This book outlines his approach and
provides an action plan for others to replicate his
success, including the following key elements: Hire
the same successful salesperson every time — The
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Hold
salespeople accountable to the same sales process —
The Sales Management Formula Provide salespeople
with the same quality and quantity of leads every
month — The Demand Generation Formula Leverage
technology to enable better buying for customers and
faster selling for salespeople Business owners, sales
executives, and investors are all looking to turn their
brilliant ideas into the next $100 million revenue
business. Often, the biggest challenge they face is the
task of scaling sales. They crave a blueprint for
success, but fail to find it because sales has
traditionally been referred to as an art form, rather
than a science. You can't major in sales in college.
Many people question whether sales can even be
taught. Executives and entrepreneurs are often left
feeling helpless and hopeless. The Sales Acceleration
Formula completely alters this paradigm. In today's
digital world, in which every action is logged and
masses of data sit at our fingertips, building a sales
team no longer needs to be an art form. There is a
process. Sales can be predictable. A formula does
exist.

People Powered
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER If you want to build
a better future, you must believe in secrets. The great
secret of our time is that there are still uncharted
frontiers to explore and new inventions to create. In
Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and investor
Peter Thiel shows how we can find singular ways to
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technological stagnation, even if we’re too distracted
by shiny mobile devices to notice. Information
technology has improved rapidly, but there is no
reason why progress should be limited to computers
or Silicon Valley. Progress can be achieved in any
industry or area of business. It comes from the most
important skill that every leader must master:
learning to think for yourself. Doing what someone
else already knows how to do takes the world from 1
to n, adding more of something familiar. But when
you do something new, you go from 0 to 1. The next
Bill Gates will not build an operating system. The next
Larry Page or Sergey Brin won’t make a search
engine. Tomorrow’s champions will not win by
competing ruthlessly in today’s marketplace. They will
escape competition altogether, because their
businesses will be unique. Zero to One presents at
once an optimistic view of the future of progress in
America and a new way of thinking about innovation:
it starts by learning to ask the questions that lead you
to find value in unexpected places.

Ask
A breakthrough program for triathletes -- beginner,
intermediate, and advanced -- showing how to
balance training intensity to maximize performance -from a fitness expert and elite coach. Cutting-edge
research has proven that triathletes and other
endurance athletes experience their greatest
performance when they do 80 percent of their
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recreational triathletes are caught in the so-called
"moderate-intensity rut," spending almost half of their
time training too hard--harder than the pros. Training
harder isn't smarter; it actually results in low-grade
chronic fatigue that prevents recreational athletes
from getting the best results. In 80/20 Triathlon, Matt
Fitzgerald and David Warden lay out the real-world
and scientific evidence, offering concrete tips and
strategies, along with complete training plans for
every distance--Sprint, Olympic, Half-Ironman, and
Ironman--to help athletes implement the 80/20 rule of
intensity balance. Benefits include reduced fatigue
and injury risk, improved fitness, increased
motivation, and better race results.

Ask
A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate,
and get people talking about the issues and questions
we face as a country!

Ask: The Counterintuitive Online Formula
to Discover Exactly What Your Customers
Want to Buy… Create a Mass of Raving
Fans… and Take Any Business to the
Next Level
*Wall Street Journal’s “Mysteries: Best of 2018” *Book
of the Month Club Selection *Edgar Award Nominee:
Best First Novel by an American Author A “hugely
entertaining” (Wall Street Journal) mystery starring “a
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24-Hour Bookstore. In this “riveting…brilliant”
(Booklist) debut, Hazel Severy, the owner of a
struggling Seattle bookstore, receives a letter from
her adoptive grandfather—mathematician Isaac
Severy—days after he dies in a suspected suicide. In
his puzzling letter, Isaac alludes to a secretive
organization that is after his final bombshell equation,
and he charges Hazel with safely delivering it to a
trusted colleague. But first, she must find where the
equation is hidden. While in Los Angeles for Isaac’s
funeral, Hazel realizes she’s not the only one
searching for his life’s work, and that the equation’s
implications have potentially disastrous consequences
for the extended Severy family, a group of
dysfunctional geniuses unmoored by the sudden
death of their patriarch. As agents of an enigmatic
company shadow Isaac’s favorite son—a theoretical
physicist—and a long-lost cousin mysteriously
reappears in Los Angeles, the equation slips further
from Hazel’s grasp. She must unravel a series of
confounding clues hidden inside one of her favorite
novels, drawing her ever closer to his mathematical
treasure. But when her efforts fall short, she is forced
to enlist the help of those with questionable motives.
“A novel that is anything but clueless, filled with
consideration and compassion” (The Washington
Post), The Last Equation of Isaac Severy proves that,
like Hazel, you don’t have to love math to fall under
the Severy spell.

Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra
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positioning
yourself as the expert that your future customers
need. Expert Secrets is about gaining the confidence
to become a leader in your field and turn a calling into
a career. Part of his 'Secrets' box set, this is a mustread for any ambitious online entrepreneur.

Convert Every Click
Our brains seek order and resist the unexpected,
inconsistent, and counterintuitive. But life is more
often paradoxical than predictable — which is why
formulas for fulfillment and success often fail. Instead
of fighting the tide of contradiction and confusion,
Marc Lesser asserts, we can learn to understand and
even embrace them using the simple tools he
presents in these pages. Readers learn to master five
core competencies: Know Yourself, Forget Yourself;
Be Confident, Question Everything; Fight for Change,
Accept What Is; Embrace Emotion, Embody
Equanimity; and Benefit Others, Benefit Yourself. The
result is balance, a version of Buddhism’s “middle
way,” which prompts understanding of what is
required in any given moment and actions through
which we skillfully “dance” with paradox in enriching
and joyful ways. Bolstered by the latest in
neuroscience, this guide is nuanced and direct,
profound and practical.

Dig Deep
What type of business should you start? For the past
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Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Forbes, and
Entrepreneur--has guided thousands of entrepreneurs
through the journey of answering this question. One
of the biggest reasons why so many new businesses
fail is because in the quest to decide what business to
start, most of the conventional wisdom is wrong.
Instead of obsessing over what--as in what should you
sell or what should you build--you should first be
asking who. As in who should you serve? The what is
a logical question that will come soon enough. But
choosing your who is the foundation from which all
other things are built. That is what this book is all
about. If you've ever had the dream to start your own
business, become your own boss, or do your own
thing--but have been afraid to take the leap and
screw up your already good life--this book is for you.
You will find the meticulously tested, step-by-step
process outlined in the book is easy to follow, despite
being the result of a decade of research and
experience. This process, designed to minimize your
risk of failure and losing money up front, coupled with
the inspiring stories of everyday people who have
used this process to launch successful businesses, will
not only give you clarity on what type of business to
start, but also the confidence to finally take that leap
and get started.

Building a StoryBrand
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • The happy secret to
greater success and fulfillment in work and life—a
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increasing
stress
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lays
out the steps to increasing workplace
positivity.”—Forbes In the book that inspired one of
the most popular TED Talks of all time, New York
Times bestselling author Shawn Achor reveals how
rewiring our brain for happiness helps us achieve
more in our careers and our relationships and as
students, leaders, and parents. Conventional wisdom
holds that once we succeed, we’ll be happy; that once
we get that great job, win that next promotion, lose
those five pounds, happiness will follow. But the
science reveals this formula to be backward:
Happiness fuels success, not the other way around.
Research shows that happy employees are more
productive, more creative, and better problem solvers
than their unhappy peers. And positive people are
significantly healthier and less stressed and enjoy
deeper social interaction than the less positive people
around them. Drawing on his original
research—including one of the largest studies of
happiness ever conducted—and work in boardrooms
and classrooms across forty-two countries, Achor
shows us how to rewire our brains for positivity and
optimism to reap the happiness advantage in our
lives, our careers, and even our health. His strategies
include: • The Tetris Effect: how to retrain our brains
to spot patterns of possibility so we can see and seize
opportunities all around us • Social Investment: how
to earn the dividends of a strong social support
network • The Ripple Effect: how to spread positive
change within our teams, companies, and families By
turns fascinating, hopeful, and timely, The Happiness
Advantage reveals how small shifts in our mind-set
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Exponential Organizations
The author shares a series of tests along with insights
from entrepreneurs on how to investigate the viability
of a new business idea before trying to launch the
business.

Expert Secrets
In this must-have for anyone who wants to better
understand their love life, a mathematician pulls back
the curtain and reveals the hidden patterns—from
dating sites to divorce, sex to marriage—behind the
rituals of love. The roller coaster of romance is hard to
quantify; defining how lovers might feel from a set of
simple equations is impossible. But that doesn’t mean
that mathematics isn’t a crucial tool for
understanding love. Love, like most things in life, is
full of patterns. And mathematics is ultimately the
study of patterns—from predicting the weather to the
fluctuations of the stock market, the movement of
planets or the growth of cities. These patterns twist
and turn and warp and evolve just as the rituals of
love do. In The Mathematics of Love, Dr. Hannah Fry
takes the reader on a fascinating journey through the
patterns that define our love lives, applying
mathematical formulas to the most common yet
complex questions pertaining to love: What’s the
chance of finding love? What’s the probability that it
will last? How do online dating algorithms work,
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should you settle down? From evaluating the best
strategies for online dating to defining the nebulous
concept of beauty, Dr. Fry proves—with great insight,
wit, and fun—that math is a surprisingly useful tool to
negotiate the complicated, often baffling, sometimes
infuriating, always interesting, mysteries of love.

Millionaire by Thirty
This book provides an introduction to the
mathematics needed to model, analyze, and design
feedback systems. It is an ideal textbook for
undergraduate and graduate students, and is
indispensable for researchers seeking a self-contained
reference on control theory. Unlike most books on the
subject, Feedback Systems develops transfer
functions through the exponential response of a
system, and is accessible across a range of disciplines
that utilize feedback in physical, biological,
information, and economic systems. Karl Åström and
Richard Murray use techniques from physics,
computer science, and operations research to
introduce control-oriented modeling. They begin with
state space tools for analysis and design, including
stability of solutions, Lyapunov functions, reachability,
state feedback observability, and estimators. The
matrix exponential plays a central role in the analysis
of linear control systems, allowing a concise
development of many of the key concepts for this
class of models. Åström and Murray then develop and
explain tools in the frequency domain, including
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provide exercises at the end of every chapter, and an
accompanying electronic solutions manual is
available. Feedback Systems is a complete onevolume resource for students and researchers in
mathematics, engineering, and the sciences. Covers
the mathematics needed to model, analyze, and
design feedback systems Serves as an introductory
textbook for students and a self-contained resource
for researchers Includes exercises at the end of every
chapter Features an electronic solutions manual
Offers techniques applicable across a range of
disciplines

Mathematics for Machine Learning
New York Times bestselling author Donald Miller uses
the seven universal elements of powerful stories to
teach readers how to dramatically improve how they
connect with customers and grow their businesses.
Donald Miller’s StoryBrand process is a proven
solution to the struggle business leaders face when
talking about their businesses. This revolutionary
method for connecting with customers provides
readers with the ultimate competitive advantage,
revealing the secret for helping their customers
understand the compelling benefits of using their
products, ideas, or services. Building a StoryBrand
does this by teaching readers the seven universal
story points all humans respond to; the real reason
customers make purchases; how to simplify a brand
message so people understand it; and how to create
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director of a multibillion dollar company, the owner of
a small business, a politician running for office, or the
lead singer of a rock band, Building a StoryBrand will
forever transform the way you talk about who you
are, what you do, and the unique value you bring to
your customers.

Conversion Fanatic
Part life-story and part life-advice, The Formula offers
an immensely lucid and readable account of how the
sexes relate to each other, and how the partners in a
relationship can understand and empathize with each
other to harmonious effect. Bernard Bushell combines
anecdote, personal revelation, social commentary and
psychological insight in a compact, entertaining and
yet pragmatic synthesis: he helps us all. — Gareth D.
Williams, Ph.D., Professor, Columbia University An
excellent self-help book, its wisdom shared in the
context of a wellwritten, eminently readable life story!
—Mathilda B. Canter, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist,
Phoenix, AZ, past president, Division of
Psychotherapy, American Psychological Association
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